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Abstract 

Phishing is like masquerading the trusted party to acquire the sensitive information from users. Phishing attacks are usually 

carried out through fake websites, fake URLs, fake attachments in emails, fake messages. The main aim of phishing attack is to 

fool the users by finding the weakness of the user. One of the best step to be taken to avoid this attack is that to educate the users 

about the fake links given in the website, where they should not visit such links and give the required credentials. Anyhow to 

make understand the user about the phishing attack becomes unrealistic, attackers find many ways to fool the users for browsing 

the fake website where they are given their personal credentials. Here in the proposed system there are two methods one is, the 

urls are considered from email, keyword search, website and compared with the database and the second method is to detect 

Phishing through image. 
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________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Phishing is a technique used by the attacker to fish the personal information in the pond of internet users which are unsuspected. 

Phishing is growing as one of the identity theft these days which is causing economic damage. Phishing attacks are increased 

nowadays more and more which has a serious impact on the economy. So, therefore there are certain techniques and tools used 

to detect and eradicate phishing. Antiphishing working group have come up with some Antiphishing tools to detect Phishing. 

The criminals are taking the advantage of the targeted users due to the increase in the online services. Criminals can also take the 

advantage of user’s unawareness about the threats, about organizational policies, about the procedures that are carried out to 

contact the customer. The best way to protect oneself from the phishing attack is to know about the Phishing, how to detect 

Phishing. 

Phishing is an attack where the user’s personal information is grabbed without the knowledge of the user’s i.e the users are 

unaware that their personal information is hacked and is misused by the attackers. This personal information can be used to 

access and steal user information. Nowadays phishing has increased drastically effecting major part of the society. Phishing 

attack can take place via fake websites, via email, via sms etc.  

Phishing attacks are predominant nowadays. Many of the phishing detection techniques are used such as Whitelist; this is the 

list which contains the urls that are legitimate one. The other one is the Blacklist, which contains the list of phished urls, and the 

last one is the Heuristics. Blacklist though effective in detecting the Phished urls but it fails whenever the new URL is added and 

it becomes difficult to update the database every time whenever new url is coming up. The other one is the Whitelist that 

contains the urls that are legitimate one and it somehow become difficult to identify which are the legitimate urls and update the 

database. Heuristics is the technique that compares the common characteristics between the website for the classification this is 

quite effective when compared to whitelist and blacklist.  

Though many tools are available for detecting phishing but phishing is increasing day by day leading to increase in the cost of 

damage. These days phishing has become easy as there are many phishing tool kits available for example “Do-it-yourself” 

phishing kits. Attackers have designed many tools that made phishers to easily design webpages. Attackers have designed many 

methods where a webpage is inserted to grab the user’s information like bank data. There are many tools, techniques available to 

detect phishing but still the people fall into the attack and their sensitive information is stolen by the attackers. Users mainly fall 

in the phishing attack for following reasons  

 When users don’t have the knowledge regarding Phishing attack. 

 When users are least bothered about the warnings and they just move further without thinking anything. 

 When users are less worried about the security indicators.                                                 

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK 

In Parth Pal, Michael Atighetehi [1], the technology used in Phishbouncer is malware based technology to defend unsuspecting 

users against phishing attacks. This technique provides the mechanism to intercept and inspect HTTP and HTTPS traffic to 
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detect and block interaction with the phish sites and mechanisms for disseminating the phishing URL. Phishbouncer proxy is one 

of the proxies that allow the inspection between the HTTP and HTTPS traffic. PB proxy sets up two encrypted channels one 

between user and itself and other between remote web server and itself. PB proxy does not hold neither user nor server 

credentials it act as browser to the server and secured server to client browser by generating a key for client and server 

association. 

In R.Gowtham, Ilango Krishnamurthy [2], for detecting and identifying Phishing, this technology uses service oriented layer 

architecture model. Web service middleware layer separates user interface layer from antiphishing component layer, which 

provides an efficient way for building antiphishing component layer. In order to covert webpages into feature vectors, a set of 

reusable components is provided by Antiphishing layer using heuristic methods. Input to the vector machine is feature vectors, 

where this vector machine classifies whether the webpage is the legitimate or fake. 

In Mohd Mahmood Ali and Lakshmi Rajamani, [3], this technique uses APD (Antiphishing detector) system and ARM 

(Association Rule Mining) technique. Deceptive Phishing is an attack that takes place via email where the attacker sends the 

email with the fake link and the users are influenced to click on that link and become the victims of the attack. APD detector 

system embeds association mining rule to find out deceptive phishing in IM. 

In Ge Wang, He Liu, Sebastian Becerra, Kai Wang, Serge Belongie, Hovaw Sehachm and Stefan Savage [4], this phishing 

detection technique detects the websites whether it’s fake or the legitimate and the strategy here used to differentiate between the 

website is logo. Logo detection fails when it is slightly changed or if there is change in its design in such a way that it is not seen 

by the naked eyes. SIFT (Search Invariant Features Transform) is regarded as the solved solution for duplicate image retrieval. 

Roughly SIFT takes the image finds the key points that are invariant to orientation and scale. This detection uses coarse-to-fine 

approach. This approach produces match percentage score based on key points and this percentage is turned into binary feature 

based on a threshold. This approach considers two thresholds settings one threshold sets a single value for all the logos this is 

simple but it generates unnecessary false positives, and the other one is where the logos are given distinct threshold values that 

are poorly performing(insufficiently unique). 

In Jun Ho Huh and Hyoungshick Kim [5], this is a detection technique that is based on the returned results of search engine i.e 

Google, yahoo etc. Search string used here is the URL that the users intend to access and for classification of the websites the 

results that are returned from ranking of the website and search are used. Many a times the legitimate websites returned are 

ranked top whereas fake websites returned are not ranked and sometimes with no results at all. The experiments are carried out to 

find effectiveness with four algorithms Linear Discriminate Analysis, K-Nearest Neighbour, Naïve Bayesian and Support Vector 

Machine. K-Nearest Neighbour was the best algorithm performing the positive rate of 98% and false positive and false negative 

rate of 2%. A new dataset of phishing websites and legitimate websites is used by this approach. On newly launched websites 

and webpages also the approach works well. The advantages of this approach are that it is effective against new website as the 

search engine finds hundreds and thousands of websites old or new in a second. And the second advantage is it is easy to 

implement and deploy. 

III. PROPOSED WORK 

The proposed system is designed basically to detect Phishing i.e to check the urls whether they are phished or the legitimate. In 

the proposed system there are two methods to detect Phishing. The first method followed is to detect the urls and find out 

whether they are Phished or not, is the comparison of the urls with the database that contains the blacklist and the Whitelist. 

Blacklist is one which contains the Phished urls and Whitelist is one which contains the urls that are legitimate. The second is, 

the user will provide image and the authenticated website will provide the jumbled image. Both the images are combined i.e 

rearranged to form the proper image if the image formed is proper then it is considered as legitimate else the website is 

considered as Phishing. 

The proposed system has four sections that is the urls coming from the user mail, the urls taken whenever the search is made 

using particular keyword and the URL taken from the webpage entered by the user. And the last section is about the second 

method which uses image as the input to check whether the URL is legitimate or phished. The below figure shows the block 

diagram as how the proposed system is working. 
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Fig. 3.1: Block Diagram of Proposed System 

The proposed architecture for detecting phishing attacks is as shown in Figure 3.1. It comprises two levels of security. Initially 

the user provides input by one of the following 3 ways, 

 A URL link from the user’s mail 

 Searching a website by its name in search engine 

 Opening a link from a webpage 

The URL of the input is compared with the database containing the URLs of Phishing websites and the legitimate websites. 

The validity of URL is checked based on string comparison. If the URL is proved invalid, a warning message is displayed. This 

forms the first level of security. 

Second level is, the user inputs a part of scrambled image. The remaining part of jumbled image will be provided by the 

authentic website. If the website provides a proper image and the image gets correctly arranged then the URL is proved valid 

(Legitimate website). If the website fails to provide the other part of the image properly or if the image is not correctly formed 

then the URL is considered as phishing website. In this case a warning message is displayed. Based on the results database is 

updated. This forms the second level of security.    
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Fig. 3.2: Flow Diagram of Proposed System 

 Flow Diagram of Proposed System 

The flow diagram of the proposed system is as shown in the Figure 3.2. Here in the proposed system there are two methods to 

check the URL is Phished or no. One is with the database comparison and second is through the correct formation of image. 

First input is through the URL in Email that are received by the user in his/her mailbox. The urls are compared with the 

database and checked whether it is valid or Phished. In the First method that is database comparison, if it is valid it displays as 

the URL is valid site and if it is not valid then it displays as Phished site. The same continues with all the other inputs that is the 

input through keyword search and the input through entering the URL in the search box in the webpage. In the second method 

the user will provide the part of image and the other part which is jumbled will be provided by the authenticated website, if both 

the images combined together to form the proper image the URL or the website that has provided jumbled image is considered as 
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valid site. If the arrangement of the images is not proper i.e if it does not form the correct image then the site or the URL is 

considered as Phishing site. Based on the results database is updated. This two methods forms two level of security to check 

whether the URL entered is Phished or the legitimate one.   

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 
Fig. 4.1: Home Page 

 
Fig. 4.2: Email 

In the above snapshot the first one is the homepage for Phishing detection, which contains four sections email, search, website 

and security checker (image). All the other snapshots are shown below. For every click on each section displays the respective 

page and compares the URL to detect whether it is phishing or no based on the whitelist and blacklist. 
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Fig. 4.3: Keyword search 

 
Fig. 4.4: Website 

 
Fig. 4.5: Image 
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The above snapshot is for detecting the Phishing based on image. Based on the results whether it is valid or invalid, database is 

updated. 

V. CONCLUSION  

There is no any technology that can be used to completely eradicate Phishing, but fine there are some of the techniques that can 

reduce the percentage of users undergoing this attack. Phishing attack is more predominant nowadays and has increased rapidly 

leading to loss in many sectors of the society for example, bank. Users are exploited through phishing by finding their weakness. 

There are some of the detection techniques as to how the phishers trick the users to get their information by phishing websites 

and these techniques hopefully fight against phishing attack. As a prerequisite people should be educated regarding Phishing so 

that they can themselves prevent from this attack. 

So, the proposed system also helps to reduce the Phishing attack by comparing the Urls with the whitelist and blacklist and 

provides two methods for detecting Phishing. The Proposed System runs on the local host server and the server used in the 

Proposed System is Tomcat Server, as a future work it can be implemented in the real time.   
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